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About This Game

Battle inside the Colosseum with the best team of your choices in RPG Fighter League.

Assemble the best team of warriors and enter in the Fighter League to battle against the greatest monsters and fighters to
become the new champion of the Coliseum! Fight and win all the Leagues to acquire Fans and Trophies to earn your place in

the Hall of Fame and meet the Architect. Each League features new challenges with new enemies, game mechanics, boss fights,
rewards, secrets and characters to uncover.

This game will be updated with more content chosen by you, the gamer. Polls will be available to vote on which new content will
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enter the game. (New leagues, equipment, characters, secrets and more.) A game where the player can choose what will be there
next as well as some other surprises!

Use strategies, great skills and magic to defeat your opponents in this homage to classic RPG Gameplay mechanics, with new
features from today's RPGs. Only the strongest and wisest fighters can defeat all the Leagues. Do you have what it takes to

defeat all the challenges made by the Architect?

30 Hours + Game Length with free new content after final release.

Fight in Leagues with challenges, boss fight, crazy enemies, moving story element, surprises and great RPG gameplay
mechanic and full of secrets to discover.

Active Battle Time (ATB) system with enhanced strategic lanes for your fighter. (Offense, Neutral and Defense Rows)

One to six party members in your team for intense and strategic battles.

More than 16 playable characters with different abilities, magic and great personalities.

The choice of your team members will have an impact on the Leagues, games events and how the story unfolds.

Develop your friendships with your comrades in RPG Fighter League to obtain new skills, items, and more!

Challenging Boss Fights!

Choose and give Stat Boosters to your characters to mold them into what you want.

Learn skills and powerful magic to become the ultimate fighter with Gazillions of possibilities!

Find NPCs and repopulate the Hall of Champions. Develop your friendships to have even more things to learn and buy
from them.

Upgrade your weapons, armors and accessories with Shattered Stones (Stats and new powers available for your
equipment.)

Crafting (Creates items, armor & weapons from scraps and other objects dropped by enemies.)

Quest System (Contracts)

Treasure Islands for each League with custom chests and rewards!

A great story about fighters. family, and everything around the creation of the Leagues.

Great Characters in a lighthearted world where the fighters are the superstars of the Colosseum.

Fans system where you gain fans with trophies in League to obtain all sort of advantages and buffs for your team
members.

Great soundtrack with more than 100 differents songs.
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More than 151 Secrets and Easter Eggs to discover with some truly special rewards.

Support for Gamepad, Keyboard & Mouse, and Touchscreen.

You can save anywhere, no Limit!

New content will be available after release date to extend the game length and universe.

Game available in English language during the development in Early Access.

And much more! (Riddles, rewards, mini-games, pre-emptive strikes, achievements, etc.)

In a world where everything is settled with a good fight, every warrior wants to have a chance to enter the Fighter League. Henry
Forge is a member of that league, and is a descendant to a great family of fighters. His sole desire is to finish what his family
started, and meet the enigmatic Architect, creator of the Colosseum, then be inducted into the Hall of Champions by his own

merit.

Fight, train, and meet comrades on your way to the top! Experience an adventure where choosing, and developing, the right
members of your team really matters to be victorious in battle! Learn about the creation of the Fighter League and the

Colosseum and Henry's family.
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Title: RPG Fighter League
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Owl Green Sea
Publisher:
Owl Green Sea
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better 2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum requirements may change during Early Acess development.

English
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Awesome game so far. I got the steam key for free and that won't change anything on my opinion about this game.
Pros:
 In-Depth fighting and skills. You can make your choices on who you want in your party. The fans and friendship features are
really good. Also got some achievements. Most rpgmaker games don't have those. Contracts are intresting and not too hard to
do. A lot of secrets. Good idea/plot also just fight level up and recruit others to your party. Traditional Active turn battles from
original final fantasys. Enemies are interesting and every league is different.

Cons: You get too much XP for doing absolutely nothing. Doesn't really have a story. You might have some performance issues
and game crashes so save the game VERY OFTEN. Needs more action sequences.

Overall 8.7/10 one of the best rpg maker games i've made so far.

I will later publish a link to my video about this game.

Thank you for reading this and buy this game if you like fighting.. Really enjoyed the game. Hope to see it completed soon..
Game has not been updated and the dev hasnt communicated in a long while. I don't recommend buying this game in it's current
state as it is still very incomplete.

EDIT: The game is now being worked on again so these statements are no longer valid, I will play through it again at somepoint
to give a proper review of the complete experience. Probably never leaving early access, the last update was over a year and a
half ago. That being said, for the price, it's more than worth it as is.

Edit: I stand corrected. updates have resumed after the long hiatus and I'm excited to see where this game goes. I'll be starting a
new playthrough right now :). I received this game for free by the dev to review it and give feedback on the current development
of the game; the initual gameplay & Review of the game can be found here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsuiCDY4V88

So To start off, I've reviewed a few RPG Maker games in the past and this one is among the few I really enjoy, the game is
quirky and fun. With quite a repetitive experience which is delivered rather well! Combat is somewhat the same as your typical
RPG game where it's turn based, however in this its time based (Look at FF7 for an example) which does give a good aspect of
it.

There's also a function called "friendship" which I personally love in RPG games, it's always a good function to have however
this is rather bland in this game but it does have a nice touch (Not telling anymore about this ;) )

There is some mild adult humor within the game along with possibly a few swear words (which personally is one of the reason I
quite enjoy the game), you also get to "assemble" your team & gain popularity to unlock more things.

For more about the game I'd recommend paying for the game as it is honestly worth it.

I'd rate the game: 8/10 for an RPG game!. So far, so good. Lots of secrets to be found, all sorts of rules for all sorts of leagues.
Hidden gem? I think it just might be, after all it is still Early Access and already more fun then some Triple A titles.. awesome
game if you like 16 bit games. Developer very responsive.

18 months later no more updates, i feel abandoned.

2 years after the game is up, we get new content.. Love the game, but wish they would finish it. i feel like its a dropped projext.
still will recommend this if you want a couple hours of fun.. For an early access game I have to admit I've been impressed with
the game so far and they glimpses of the future content have me excited for the day this game exits the early access stage. I've
logged 15 hours on this game and I have yet to get bored with it.
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Early Access - Update FPS Drop for WebGL Mode.:
RPG Fighter League has made it to Early Access on Steam.
Have fun and discover the world of Fighter League! !! ^_^ !!

I hope you will have a great adventure and find all the secrets within.

I chose Early Access because I want YOUR feeback on the game. I intend to develop and improve everything based on
suggestions of you and other gamers.

Have Fun!

 Next step:

MAC OS X version of the game.

New characters to recruit.

New Magic League (in development)

New items (medecines, battle items and more)

Fixing bugs

And more!

. Update 15 March 2019 - A new character to play and evolve with for RPG Fighter League.:
Hello everyone,

A new weekend will start with some update for RPG Fighter League. I'm always reading your comments and questions and I
want to make sure the game is great and fun to play. So I added a new character for you to recruit Sebastien. But at the same
time, I try to tell myself to setup what I can to make sure the game is now in his final state. I will continue time to time to add
some contents but now that the game can be finish. I want you to help me spread the words about the game. Any help is really
appreciated and I'm still looking for you feedback.

Have a great weekend!

 Added the new character Sebastiens. He is a wise fighter who use the strong palm actions fights to defeat his enemy.
Recruit him in the Hall of Champion after the event of the Master League.

 I added a Ram Titan monster in the Solid League for the one looking for a really hard challenge.

 You can now enter the secret hideout of Andrea in the Hall of Champion. You need to have her in your team and find
the spot to enter to get the chance to discover some nices little secrets.

 I have made somes tweaks overall in the game for balancing and tweakings weapons, spells, monster for a better
challenge.

 Debug others items, weapons and armors types on characters.

 The game should be complete by now. I hope you are having a blast playing Rpg Fighter League and I'm waiting for
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your help to get the game even better support and fun!

. Update - Balance weapons, armor, monsters and new skills for Karl and Sephia:
Hello everyone,

Quick update about the game and some balacing I have done to give a better overall experience of the current content of the
game.

*Emil, Rachelle and Sephia have now a better progression for their MP stats. *More MP mean more magic for you in battle.
*More monsters will drop Ethers items for you.
*You have now 50 seconds in the Bat Mania mini game. (Instead of 30)
*Fix the Inner Skill of Karl and added a Power breakdown skill for him.
*Added Magic Breakdown skill to Sephia.
*Added Heal Wounds skill to Emil.
*More chests and nice treasures are added to the loot system in the Leagues.
*Monsters AGI have been tweak in many cases to represent better the higher stage of AGI from the team of the player.
*And a lot of others various tweaks to improve RPG Fighter League.

I just want to say thanks to everybody who play my game and any support with recommandations is really appreciated to give
some visibility to my project. I continue my work to make sure the best can happen with this game for all fans and new players
of RPG Fighter League.

. Update 28 March 2019 - RPG Fighter League - Bugs fixes and tweaks!:
Hi everyone,
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Here a list of tweaks and work i'm currently on for the game.
You just need to update your game to benifits from all the tweaks. If you see major bugs or anything you want to share with me,
just let me know in the comment.

28 March 2019
===============================

 Add somes gold and XP to overall a lot of monsters again to prevent to much grinding. I want people to complete the
game and not just grind everything.

 I added an exit switch in cute league - Speak to the panel at the top of the cute league 2 times and they will ask you if
you want to leave this place and return to the hall of champions.

 This is to prevent if you encounter a bug and then return in the cute league to see if thing return to normal. Thanks!

 I'm working in a middle mix league where you will fight a various combinasion of monsters you may have faced before
to give you more unique challenge and easy way to get some xp and gold.

27 March 2019
===============================

 Bugs fixes in the cute league to make sure the flow go right. If not tell me I will try others things.

 Somes enemies gives more gold and exp so the game feel least grinding at the end

 some plans for futur make a middle ground league and a really really hard one with somes mixs ups fights.

 Somes others debugs around the game with all the comments I have found on Steam.

24 March 2019
===============================

 Tweaks somes monsters to attack with more states related attack for better challenge

 Add somes rings from Sylvane NPC to give a better control and resist against somes states in battle.

 Somes tips around the game were added to give more feedback to player when losing a fight.

 SP book now give 3000 SP like the description

 A lot of monsters give more gold and XP now a balance to been able to grind a bit least.

 Heal wounds is now a skills no more a magic by Emil Character.

 Somes weapons were tweaked to do some more damages.

 Debugs and others bugs fixes from the forum/discussion topic in steam.

 added some famupgrade1.png and fam1.png image to try to fix somes problems people have with others rpg maker
games and saves files.
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21 March 2019
===============================

 Saves files should be fines now at 1.3.3 but conflict might happen with other title. Check folder found it, its in
C:\Users\[your user name]\AppData\Local\KADOKAWA Your saves files should be there

 Correction in MP Boosters now working for stats boost.

 Fix in the Architect league count when you succeed.

 Fix with Queen Mask now can resist blind.

 Tweak Valery to not have problem in her fight.

 Others fixes. Lets me know if you encounter weird bugs thanks.

END
-Val. New Speed Up mode in battle for RPG Fighter League + update 15 dec.:
Hi everyone,

I just added in the latest version of RPG Fighter League a new Speed Up mode in battle where you can press and hold the
Action Button (Space bar by default) to make the fight go faster. That really help sometime to just go fast foward in a easy fight
and continue your journey in the league.

Or you can simply toggle the Speed Up more with the Shift Key.
Another change I made in the game is that right now, the BP will not be depleted between too fight. You will stay with the same
number of BP on your characters so you can use more skills to your advantage in battle.

Other tweaks have been made around the game and I added some new windows skins for your too choose you favorite one.

I hope you have fun playing RPG Fighter League and thanks for all the feedback and any reviews of the game in his current
state (Early Access) is welcome.

The next update will be about new league and a new character named Jade that you will be able to recruit in the Hall of
Champions.

Have fun!
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. New Update after almost 2 years of the Steam.:
Hello everyone,

Firstly I would like to apologie for all the players who were waiting for an update from the game. My life have drasticaly
changes in the last 2 years but I haven't forget you or tha great game. I know a lot of people were waiting for this. But now you
have it a new update for the game with more content, new leagues, new challenges, a lot of balances tweaks overall across the
game.
It's not perfect and it's not the end of this project. But I'm pretty sure that if someone start a fresh game right now he have more
then 15-20 hours of gameplay to discover everything in RPG Fighter League.

I'm still waiting for your feedback. How do you find the game? To easy? To hard? What kind of challenges or surprises do you
want?

The game play overall better right now, with more stuff but with a better balance between the characters and enemies you face
along the final victory.

I'm glad to be back.
Here a summary of what you have in the game right now.

 14 playable characters that you can recruit to fight in the leagues. (3 More incoming)

 13 leagues with all kind of differents enemies and challenges for you to overcome. (More incoming)

 400+ items, pieces of equipments for your team.

 A lot of differents secrets to uncovers in the depth of the Hall of Champions.

 Millions of possibilities to create the best team to fight in the Fighter League.

 And a lot of fun ahead of you for the fighter in you.

Have a great time!

-Val
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